
Instructions for  Pacific City/ Woods  Tax Lot Inventory 
 

1.  For every Assessor’s  Tax Map  there is a tax lot inventory listing.   The Listing notes the, lot 
number, Zoning, In situs address for that lot.   

 
2. Before you begin your inventory,  review the information on the map.   You should check the 

following: 
 

a. Study the streets and layout of the area 
b. Note the Cancelled Lots:   There may be a list on the top or to the side of the map of lots 

that have been ‘cancelled’.  That is lots that were merged into one for some project.  
These lots may be listed on your inventory list 

c. Note tracks or areas that could be open or green spaces,  this occurs in some planned 
developments or subdivisions.  These areas may also have a tax lot number (these may 
also be zoned R or C).   

d. Also note commercial vs  residential areas. 
 

3.  Also – review the corresponding Inventory List.   This list contains the account number, taxlot, 
year built, Status class,  Zone,  Number of acres, Subdivision,  Block and Lot Number and the 
SITUS (street address) .   There is also a space to write notes.   

a. The list is sorted by tax lot number – which in most cases is in consecutive order on the 
tax map.   

b. Some lots have more than one line if there were multiple actions or various status 
codes.  

c. Status Codes help describe some trait of the property.   Sometimes it can help explain a 
little about the lot – i.e.  Status Code 498 =  Parking.   Can be useful in understanding 
what you are looking especially for commercial lots.    A listing is attached for your 
convenience. 

d. SITUS is the street address. May be needed to locate the correct lot.   
e. Comments -  There is a place to jot down notes or questions on the inventory list.  
 

4. Locating Empty Lots 
a. Take a walk or drive through your area.     
b. Identify vacant lot -  Using a YELLOW Highlighter – highlight the lot on the map and the 

line/s on the Inventory List.   This is for Residential as well as Commercial Lots 
c. Commercial Lots.   Should you find a commercial lot with a structure that is a Non 

Operating business i.e. empty store front etc.   Highlight that lot in BLUE on both the 
map and the inventory list.  

d. Lots or tracts that are green spaces, wetlands,  parks (i.e. Webb Park)  Mark in GREEN 
 

5. When completed,   staple the map to the top of the inventory list and return the lists to Gloria 
Scullin at the next CPAC Meeting.  

 
 

 
 

 



 
  
 


